FOOD PRODUCTS OF CYCLONIC REGIONS
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most densely populated parts of the world, it is also the, greatest center
of wK5r"prodJKtion7 Surprising as it may seem, Europe as a whole
p_roducesj[u$t about as much wheat as all the restloF the world put
together. This is not because of the area devoted to the crop, but
because~ln the countries near the North Sea the yield per acre is extraor-
dinarily high, as appears in A454.The cyclonic area of the United
States and Canada comes second, and the semi-cyclonic area of central
Argentina holds high rank, both in total production and yield per acre.
It should be noted, however, that in the regions that raise much wheat
tobe shipped to a distance the yielcTjjer acrejs_smail, tJie population
is sparse, and the farms large. Subtropical and monsoon countries,
especially the Mediterranean lands and northern India, produce a good
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Denoyers Semi-elliptical Projection.  Drawn by Denoyer-Geppert Co., Chicago, III.
A—World Production of 'Potatoes.
deal, but their production is not a sixth as great as that of the cyclonic
Regions! In equatorial regions the warm moist ^climate forbids the
growth of wheat "Even in the northern cyclonic regions large areas
produce only a little because they are too cool or moist in summer or
else too dry or snowy in winter. Wheat wants a region with cool,]
but not cold, winters, fairly cool summers, and plenty ot moisture in the
fall and spring, but not too much in summer* ItTis naturally a product
of subtropical regions, where its bearded wild ancestor is still known.
Nevertheless through the ingenuity of man it has now become mainly
a product of the regions of cyclonic storms. ^Contrast its distribution
wiffi" that ot rice, A^yu, whicn is a typical product of tropical and
especially monsoon regions. Bear in mind, however, that the greatest
production of wheat, corn, or almost any other crop does not necessarily

